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MAGIS-100 is a next-generation instrument that uses light-pulse atom interferometry to search for physics beyond the standard model, to be built and installed at Fermilab. We propose to search for dark matter and new forces, and to test quantum mechanics at new distance scales. The detector will use the existing 100 m vertical NuMI access shaft to make it the world’s longest baseline atom interferometer. To maximize the sensitivity of the experiment, we will use the latest advances in atomic clock technologies. The experiment will be a significant step towards developing a 1000 m baseline detector, with sufficient sensitivity to detect gravitational waves in the ‘mid-band’ from 0.1 Hz - 10 Hz, between Advanced LIGO and LISA experiments. Here we describe an overview of the experiment and its physics reach.
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1. Introduction

MAGIS-100 is a new experiment at Fermilab to search for physics beyond the standard model using atom interferometry [1]. The aim is to look for dark matter and new forces by exploiting atom interferometry’s unique sensitivity to external potentials at the level of $10^{-20}$ eV [2, 3, 4]. The scientific goals will be accomplished by connecting two 50 m interferometers across a vertical baseline 100 m and by achieving unprecedented macroscopic quantum superpositions [5]. The output, stored as a relative phase in each interferometer, is compared across the baseline, enabling the removal of common-mode background noise. Due to the complexity of scaling these devices to the 100 m scale and beyond, such an experiment has not yet been constructed.

To realize this experiment, we will use the existing NuMI access shaft at Fermilab, shown in Fig. 1. The site is currently being measured to characterize the environment, including vibration, temperature variation, and magnetic fields.

The experiment is a milestone towards the construction of a future 1 km detector sensitive to gravitational waves [6] in the ‘mid-band’ frequency range (0.1 Hz - 10 Hz) between the Advanced LIGO and proposed LISA experiments.

![Figure 1: (Left) Proposed site for MAGIS-100. Elevation profile view of existing NuMI (Neutrino Main Injector) tunnel at Fermilab. MAGIS-100 will be located in the 88 m access shaft, denoted by the yellow circle. (Right) Photograph of the top of the shaft - the detector is to be mounted vertically along the wall.](image)

2. Physics

2.1 Dark Matter

The energy budget of the universe is dominated by 73% dark energy and 23% dark matter, the nature of which remains an enigma, and has so far evaded direct detection. Given the null results from the present generation of dark matter experiments, it is important to broaden the search to cover a wider mass range. Well motivated theories indicate that the mass range from $10^{-22}$ eV to $10^{-3}$ eV is particularly interesting. Potential candidates within this range include the QCD axion, axion-like-particles, and the relaxion. Dark matter in this mass range can be described as a field that oscillates at a frequency determined by the mass of the dark matter particle, resulting in time dependent effects. As the field oscillates, the properties of the atoms coupled to the field (such as the quantum energy level and spin) also change, leading to a measurable signal set by the the mass of the dark matter, enabling multiple high precision searches for ultra-weak effects.

First, dark matter that affects fundamental constants, e.g. the electron mass or the fine structure constant, will change the energy levels of the quantum states used in an interferometer. In MAGIS-100, this effect will be detected by simultaneously comparing the outputs of the two interferometers [2]. The sensitivity to several such dark matter candidates is shown in Fig. 2. In the
Second, dark matter can be searched for by comparing the accelerometer signals from two simultaneous quantum interferometers run with different isotopes [3]. This requires running a dual-species atom interferometer, [7, 8, 9, 10]. The potential sensitivity to one such candidate, a B-L coupled new vector boson, is shown in Fig. 3. Note that, compared to existing bounds, MAGIS-100 will improve the sensitivity to any such dark matter particles with mass (frequency) below approximately $10^{-15}$ eV (0.1 Hz) by about four orders of magnitude.

Third, dark matter that causes precession of nuclear spins, such as pseudo-scalar dark matter, can be searched for by comparing simultaneous, co-located interferometers using atoms in quantum states with differing nuclear spins. See [4] for a discussion and potential sensitivities.

2.2 Gravitational Waves

The extension of MAGIS-100 schema to a 1000 m device, enhances the sensitivity to new physics and gravitational waves, see Fig. 4. The SURF laboratory in South Dakota provides a candidate location for such a MAGIS-1000 experiment. The construction of 1000 m interferometer would access the highest energy scales in the very early universe, being above the white dwarf “confusion noise”, but low enough in frequency to see cosmological sources. The mid-band is an excellent place to search for gravitational waves from inflation and reheating, and models of axion inflation also give signals large enough to be detected. Furthermore, gravitational wave signals in this band may be produced by phase transitions in the early universe at scales
above the weak scale and by networks of cosmic strings, providing sensitivity to physics of the early universe.

3. Summary

A next-generation atom interferometer is being developed at Fermilab. Design, construction, and integration of the main components of MAGIS-100 is expected to take two to three years. The initial science program will then take an additional three years. It will provide an increase of two orders of magnitude in sensitivity of a dark matter field in the mass region $10^{-15}$ eV and four orders of magnitude increase in sensitivity to B-L coupled new forces over eight orders of magnitude in mass. The experiment will also yield sensitivity to pseudoscalar dark matter. MAGIS-100 is the precursor to a proposed 1000 m experiment which will provide leading sensitivity to gravitational waves in the mid-band frequency range. The project will advance the frontier of quantum sensor technologies and the physics that can be pursued with these technologies, including quantum tests on record-setting macroscopic scales.
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